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Aims 

Through the development of a rigorous Marking and Feedback Policy we 

aim to ensure the pupils understand what they have done well, how to 

improve their learning and clear, visible progress is evident. 

We will do this by providing the children with: 

o Frequent, detailed and accurate written or oral feedback 

o Positive comments highlighting that they have done well and 

developmental comments to show what they need to do to improve 

further 

o Regular opportunities to respond to feedback and make 

improvements 

o Regular opportunities to use and apply their skills through ‘Next 

Step’ tasks which deepen their learning. 

Expectations 

Marking and feedback should: 

o Relate to the learning objective, children’s targets and/or success 

criteria 

o Give recognition and praise for achievement (House points or 

stickers used to reward good work 

o Respond to individual learning needs, taking opportunities to mark 

face to face where appropriate 

o Inform future planning 

o Be consistent across Key Stages 

o Be seen by pupils as a positive approach to improving their learning 
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Marking and feedback in Foundation Stage 

For feedback to be most effective, Teachers and Teaching Assistants 

(TAs) give instant verbal feedback to children once they have completed 

their task.  ‘Next steps’ will be completed within the same lesson or 

children will be reminded of their ‘Next Step at the beginning of the 

next relative lesson.  

Once children are completing work in books, the Teacher or TAs will give 

oral feedback straight away, which will then be recorded through written 

feedback on post it notes or under the piece of work.  

If a teacher directed task is completed incorrectly, the Teacher or TA 

will then scaffold the child’s learning on how to improve the piece of 

work.  

 

Marking and feedback in Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 

Summative feedback/marking 

This happens following a closed task where the answer is either right or 

wrong e.g. Metal maths test or spelling test. Sometimes it might be 

appropriate for the pupils, as a class, in a group or in partners, to mark 

this themselves. Teachers will use the results to inform their planning.   

Formative feedback/marking 

Marking must focus on the success and improvement of the piece work 

and feedback must always be focused on the learning objective of the 

lesson. A positive comment should be written on all pieces of work. 

Surface errors should be corrected at the teacher’s discretion either 

with the child or when marking. E.g. if there are consistent errors in high 

frequency words.  
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Children are also given the opportunity to give feedback on their own 

work or to each other. This may be done in small groups, with a partner 

or individually, giving the children a chance to show and share their 

understanding with their class mates and take responsibility of their own 

learning.  

 

Quality Marking Requirements 

Children’s work in all subjects should be marked in the lines with this 

policy. However, we recognise that constantly setting next steps for 

every piece of work can demoralise the children. Instead, teachers use 

their initiative to decide when a child just needs a positive comment to 

recognise their achievement.  

For subjects where there is limited written work (e.g. PE) verbal prompts 

should be given within the lesson so the children know how to improve.  

 

When quality-marking, teachers should apply the criteria outlined on the 

next page.  

 

 

Improvements 

 Good 

_____________ Correct this spelling 

 Choose a better word 

^ Missing word 

 Missing punctuation 
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* Check this part 

\\ New paragraph 

Support 

I Independent 

G Guided 

P Paired 

WS With support 

Feedback 

GBA GBA 

PI Prove It by 

 Next Steps 

T Target 

OF Oral Feedback given 

C Corrected 

 

Pupils’ Response to Marking  

Pupils should be given time at the start of a lesson to read and respond 

to the written feedback the teacher has provided. Pupils need 

opportunities to complete the ‘Next steps’ or make improvements, which 

should be planned for as part of the weekly planning. Pupils should be 

encourages to ask for clarification if they do not understand a comment 

and should be clear about what they need to do.  
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Pupils in Key Stage 1 may need to complete their next steps with the 

support of a TA or the Class Teacher. They may also like to ask Children 

in Key Stage 2 to support their children in completing their ‘Next Steps’ 

allowing the teacher to work with any SEN children, who might need 

extra support. Children in Foundation Stage will have their next steps 

verbalised as well as record in their learning journeys.  

Teaching Assistant’s Role in Marking and Feedback 

Teaching Assistants will mark in purple pen. They will mark the work of 

the children they have supported, showing the help they have given. 

Where appropriate, TAs will set ‘Next steps’ to further challenge or 

verify the child’s understanding.  

 

Monitoring 

The Senior Leadership Team, Phase Leaders and Subject Coordinators 

will monitor the application of the policy on a continuous cycle of 

monitoring. As a part of this, the quality and effectiveness of the 

marking and feedback will be assessed and recorded using the 

Perspective Book Scrutiny App.   

 

Trial – During Summer 2 (2016) we are trialling using green and pink 

highlighters for marking. After 2 of the NQTs went on a course about 

outstanding school, they feed back some of the ideas and this was one of 

them. Anything that the child does that impresses the teacher (mainly 

year group expectation and above) is highlighted in green. Any words that 

are misspelt or sections that do not sound correct (or incorrect answers) 

will be highlighted in pink. This way the child can see clearly what is good 

and what needs improving.  This mean that there will not always be a need 

for a comment on the end of a piece of work, as the children will be able 
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to see where to improve their work because of the pink highlighter.  

Teacher should put a next step on every other/one in three pieces of 

work. This will be reviewed at the end of the term.  


